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ABSTRACT

A railgun powered by a capacitor bank was developed to launch hypervelocity projectiles.
The efficiency of the gun to a large extent will determine its feasibility for weapon applications.
A simulation code was developed to predict the performance of the railgun. The railgun has
been modelled as a time-varying impedance to determine the currents and the voltages from
the power source. In the railgun circuit the currents and the voltages are of the order of hundreds
of kiloamperes. Even very low impedances of the order of milli-ohm and micro-henry are
substantial sources of energy losses. The measured and simulated currents at peak values agree
with in 100;0, validating .the model. The simulation code accurately predicts the energy
distribution in the system. Maximization of the projectile energy leads to improved and efficient
designs. The simulation also leads to the optimized launcher pressure and payload velocity.
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A railgun powered by a capacitor bankFigure. 1
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takes values 1 to 6 as defined in Fig. 2

takes values 1,2 and 3. It represents the
modules in the part of the railgun circuit
as shown in Fig. 2.

voltage across Lcrbn and Rcrbn

charging voltage across capacitor Cn
high power ignitrons are used to crowbar tj,P capacitors

out of the circuit when the current is maximum. There

was a need to predict how changes in the experimental

setup would affect the final projectile velocities. To

achieve this end, a model was devel<?ped by the authors.

This paper discusses the model and its applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

2. MODEL

A model of the railgun
bank as the power source i

performance of the railgun

modelling of the various c

described in the following.

A facility was developed to launch hypervelocity
projectiles using electromagnetic energy. The

projectiles are launched using a railgun. The railgun

consists of two parallel rails and a conducting metallic

foil placed behind the insulating projectile. When a high

current flows through the rails, the foil explodes and

forms a plasma armature. The railgun currents are in

the region of hundreds of kiloamperes. The Lorentz

force generated accelerates the projectile I.

f=O.5*l'*f (1)

A railgun powered by a capacitor bank is used to

launch projectiles at hypervelocities2-4. The railgun

setup is shown in Fig. 1. The capa("itor energy is switched

into the railgun by high power .~nitrons. Additional

2.1 Railgun

The railgun is modelled as a variable resistance

Rrail( t) in series with a variable inductance, Lrail( t) .
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through the railgun circuit. Before the current is

crowbarred there exist three 2nd-order simultaneous

differential equations. After the current is crowbarred

there exist six 2nd order simultaneous differential

equations. The equation for the current, through the

part of the railgun circuit shown as LOOPl in Fig. 2.

prior to the crowbar is as follows.

(J

(R11+R13+R4 +R5+~I:5)i1+

dt

E!~i3(R4+ R5+!!!:Ji2+(R4+ R5 +

dt
dt4'

+(Lll+Ll3+L4+Ls) !!ii
dt

+ ( L4 + Ls) !!!z

dtFigure 2. A model of the railgun circuit powered by the capacitor

bank.

+(L4+L5) E!3.
dt

+ i1dt- Varc- Vmswl = 0 (3)
c,2.2 Projectile

The projectile itself is modelled as a constant mass
and the drag force is modelled as a fraction of the
accelerating force. The effective accelerating forces are
a fraction of the total accelerating forces. This fraction
is defined as the friction factor, (F-factor), given by

F-factor = (l-drag) (2)

Differentiating the above equation and assuming

that Varc and V mswl are constants, we get

(L))+LI3+L4 +

dLs+)i. + (L4+LS)i2 -t- (L4+Ls)i3 +

dt

(R,,+R,3+R4+R5 +2 x dL5)il + (R4 + R5) +2 x

F

2.3 Plasma arc

The plasma arc is modelled as a voltage Varc

values are obtained experimentally.

The

dL5)i2 + ( R4 + R5) + 2 x dL5)i3° +

at dt2.4 Current Switch

The ignitron which is the current switch has been

modelled (i) as a fixed resistance in series with a fixed

inductance, and (ii) as a constant arc voltage drop.

+ ifL5 )i)+

d"t2""

~ L5)i6

dT
+~+~

dl

d Ls)i2
+T

(4)=0
dl

2.5 Transmission Lines

The .transmission lines are modelled as fixed

inductances in series with fixed resistances. The

capacitors are stacked in three racks having its own

ignitrons as the current switches and crowbar switches,

as shown in Fig. I. The crowbar switches are initially

off and at the peak of the current are simultaneously

operate<'

:fhis can also be represented as

A1,i1 +A,2i2 + A,3i2 =

BIJ, + B,2i2 + B,3i2 + C1,i, + C'2i2 + CI3i2

Similar equations for the currents can be determined

for LOOP 2 and LOOP 3. After the current is

crowbarred there exist 6 loops the equations for which

can be similarly written. The matrix notations for these

equations are given by Eqns (6) & (7). The elements

3. SYSTEM DIFFERENTIAL EQUA TIONS

Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram which is used to

derive the equations that determine the currents
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of the matrix are the coefficients of the corresponding

differential terms of the equations.

~~
]+rC1][~~]IJ i IJ

~J

J12

13

(6)BlAt =

II

12

13

14

15

16

II

12

13

14

15

16

11

12

13

14

15

16

A2 B2 ~ (7)=

numerically using the fifth-order Runge-Kutta

(Butcher) method. The time-dependent parameters are

calculated at each step and substituted into the equation.

Matrix inversion is done at each step before the

Runge-Kutta method is applied to solve these

equations. This is essential as some of the elem~nts of

A1 and A2 are time dependent. Initially Eqn (8) is used

and after crowbarring Eqn (9) is used. The inital values

for Eqn (8) are taken as

i=O n=123 , ,
in, = Vpeakn / (L4+ Lnl+n3) n=I,2,3

The inital values of inand in, (n=1,2,3) for Eqn (9)

are taken from the results of Eqn (8) at the point of

crowbarring.
The inital values of in (n = 4,5,6) for Eqn (9) are

taken as zero. The values of the currents in the crowbar

loopAl, B1 and C1 are 3 x 3 matrices and A2, B2 and

Cz are 6 x 6 matrices. The values of the resistance and

inductance of the ~ransmission lines are obtained from

the dimensions and the properties of the materials.

3.1 Solution

The elements of the matrices are substituted in the

sets of 6 and 7 and after matrix inversion the following

two equations are obtained.

I

I

r II

I Al-l Cl ~2

13

I
.I

~J

J12

I]

BlA

(8)

in, = Vcrbn /Lcrbn n=4,5,6

The current data are used to derive other significant

parameters like the displacement. velocity and

acceleration of the projectile calculated from Eqns

(10-14),

s(t)=[l'/(2*m)]*ffi2dt (10)

v(t)=[1'/(2*m)]*fj2dt (11)
a(t) = [1'/(2* m)] * i 2 (12)

p(t) = [1'/(2)] * j 2/Area (13)

J{t) = [1'/(2)] * j 2 (14)

Table 1 gives the summarizes the results obtained

from the simulation code for a typical railgun setup,

The software code uses the values of the current to

estimate the energy distribution in the railgun circuit,

The energy supplied to the launcher is given by

E,aunch(t) = ERriti'(t)+ELrai'(t)+E itrJt)+Eproj(t)

15)1
'I

,~

'.1

'.1

'5

'b

II

12

13

14

15

16

The energy delivered to the projectile is given b:
Eproj(t) = (I/2). m * [ v(t)] "

C2
Launcher efficiency = EpruJI Ej;,unch ( 17)

System efficiency = Eproj/Etot;,1 (18)

The software was coded in Pascal with about 1000

lines of code .

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) are further reduced to first
order differential equations. The number of equations

douhle after the reduction. The solution is obtained

4. USE OF THE COMPUTER MODEL

4.1 Design Criteria

The software package predicts the displacement
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Table I. The summary of the results obtained from the simulation code for a typical

railgun setup

0.0192

4500

194.40

F
V
kJ

3.30

1.00

200.00

0.40

0.106

g

v
J1H
milli-ohm

0.50

0.50

2.00

2.00

I1H

milli-ohm

I1H

milIi-ohm

For 2m RaiJgun

liS Time

kA Current

km/s Velocity

m Displacement

kN Force

MPa Pressure

11~.0

122.07

3.41

2.01

2.97

20.69

JlS

kA

km/s

m

kN

MPa

JlS

kA

MPa

Capacitor Bank Details
Capacitance of capacitor bank
Charging voltage :
Energy of The capacitor bank

Railgun Projectile & Barrel Details
Mass of the projectile :
Friction factor :
Arc voltage across railgun :
Inductance per unit length :
Resistance per unit length :

Railgun Circuit Parameters
Lex.1 :
Rextl :
Lext2 :
Rexll :

Results

For [m Railgun

Time: 800.00
Current: 209.87
Velocity: 2.92
Displacement: 1.04
Force: 8.81
Pressure: 61.18

Peak Values

Time: 665.00
Peak current: 2~.O
Peak pressure : 117.58

velocity and the acceleration of the projectile at

different increments of time. The allowable peak forces

and pressures in the launcher and the projectile could

be estimated and materials chosen accordingly. An

increase in the inductance at the railgun end stretches

the current pulse and leads to lower peak currents,

forces and pressures respectively. Lower forces, in turn,

reduce the damage to the railgun and the projectile.

More energy is delivered to the projectile as the

launching forces last for a longer time. Railguns were

designed with lengths that could suitably utilise the

entire forces generated from the stretched current

pulses.

Table 2. The energy distribution in a railgun at

projectile exit for a I m railgun

Energy%Symbol

Eproj

Earc

ERraiJ

ELrail

ERcrb

ELcrb

ER.xt2

EL.xt2

ER...1

EL...1

EC

5

17

O

2

O

O

43

12

6

11

O
4.2 Efficiency

There is a need to reduce the resistances and

inductances of transmission lines to 'minimize the energy

losses in the circuit and maximize the projectile energy.

This has lead to the use of parallel-plate, sandwiched,

low inductance transmission lines. A typical output

showing the energy distribution at 1 m from the rail is

given in Table 2. The inductance per unit length of the

rails needs to be increased to maximize the energy inside

the launcher. This leads to the design of augm~nted

rails to increase the launcher forces and ultimately to

raise the projectile velocity6.
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maximize projectile velocities and railgun efficiency.
The model however does not take into account skin
effects. The structure of the plasma has also not been
considered in this model, due to lack of diagnostic
techniques to study and monitor the plasma behaviour .
The switches need to be modelled as a variable voltage
with data obtained from experiments. The variations in
results could be attributed to the above short comings
leading to inaccuracies. Further refinement of this
software code, supported by additional experiments will
lead to even firmer foundation for future prediction of
railgun performance and potentials.

5. DATA ACQUISITION A~ro MODEL
VALmATION

The performance of the model was validated using
a multi-channel data acquisition system 7. Rogowski coils
were used to measure the currents8. The measured
current values and the simulated current values [along
with the results derived from Eqns (10-14)] were
compared to validate this computer model. The
difference between the measured and simulated current
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Figure 3. The measured and simulated current waveform for a

typical railgun circuit configuration.

values was within 10 per cent at peak values (Fig. 3).
The breech and the muzzle voltages were monitored
and, along with the current signals, were used to
estimate the arc voltage and resistance. The energy of
the launcher and the gun efficiency were computed.
The projectile exit at the muzzle was also indicated on
the muzzle voltage signal. Magnetic flux probes were
used to obtain the displacement of the plasma armature
which leads to the in-bore velocity and the acceleration
of the projectile9. The velocity and the current signal
obtained using Eqn (9), help in estimating the
inductance per unit length of the railgun-a useful input
to the simulation code. The pulses from the shorting
screens were used to monitor the velocity outside the
bore of the railgun.

6. CONCLUSION

The results obtained from the computer simulation
and the results from the experimental measurements
were in fair agreement, indicating that the basis of the
model is sound. This was of immense help in making
modifications to our experimental setup with a view to
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